
Creatable Me Playsheet: Dive into Fun & Discovery!

1. Creatable Color Burst!

Grab your favorite colors and fill in the space below with as many different patterns and designs as you can think of. 
Let your imagination run wild!

2. Dreamland Doorway

Draw a magical door below. When you open it, where does it lead? Is it a candy forest? A floating island? A city in the 
clouds? You decide!



3. Character Charades

Think of your Dreamland character from earlier. Act it out and make others guess who or what you are! No talking 
allowed!

4. Creatable Me Dance-off!

Put on your favorite song and create a dance that represents how you feel today. Bonus: Teach someone else your 
dance moves!

5. Emotion Potion

If you could mix a potion that makes someone feel a certain way, what would it be? Draw the potion bottle and label 
the emotion.



6. The Creatable Craft

Using any materials you have (paper, cardboard, string, etc.), create a 3D model of something from your Dreamland. It 
could be a house, a creature, or even a magical plant!

7. Connection Connect-the-Dots

Start with a dot in the center labeled "Me". Draw other dots around it for friends, family, pets, or favorite places. Now, 
connect the dots in a fun pattern!



8. Whispering Wind

Whisper a secret or a fun fact about yourself to someone nearby. Ask them to whisper one back. Remember, it's a 
secret!

9. Artistic Expression Freeze Dance

Play some music and dance around. When the music stops, strike a pose and hold it until the music starts again. Each 
pose should express a different emotion or character.

10. Creatable Me Treasure Hunt

Hide a small item somewhere nearby. Draw a simple map or give clues to someone else to find it. Then, switch roles!

Remember, with Creatable Me, every moment is a chance to discover, grow, and co-create. Keep playing, keep 
dreaming, and keep being YOU!
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